
 

E1 - Step 1D 
Group the Stories into Aspects  
 
Now you have 12 or more stories about that person based on their central character point.  
 
The next step will be to group these stories into categories, what I have called aspects. 
 
An "aspect" should be a similarity between stories. Let's take a look at some brainstorming I 
did. I chose, as the person, my old boss at a movie theater where I worked. When I thought 
about that person, I recalled that he was dishonest. See the stories I brainstormed on the 
previous pages. 
 
My next step is to try to group similar stories together. In the end, I should have groups 
which I can label as aspects of the thesis statement: several different ways in which my old 
boss was dishonest. 
 
For example, if I take the stories in which he bought a stolen film, he used drugs, and he 
violated labor laws, I have a group of stories in which I can say that he broke the law. That 
supports the idea that he was dishonest. I now have an aspect! 
 
Another aspect could be the grouping of the stories, he lied to studios about ticket sales, and 
he bought supplies and planned to never pay, I have an aspect in which he lied to business 
associates. Now I have two aspects—and I still have many stories left to make more aspects. 
 
Keep in mind that each aspect must be separate from every other aspect. A story / 
example must never be possible to put into two or more different groups. When I create a 
group of stories, I should not be able to change stories between groups, because that would 
mean that they overlap. 
 
For example, he broke the law and he lied to business associates do not overlap. Lying to 
associates violates a contract, but it's not the same as breaking the law, for example, by 
buying stolen property or using drugs. 
 
Go to the next page to see the way I organized my examples into aspects. 
 
  



 

Here is what my list of stories looks like after I group them: 
 

He broke the law 
he bought a film which he knew was stolen 
he used drugs 
he (reportedly) gave drugs to workers, including underage workers (ages 14-16) 
he employed workers who were underage, violated labor laws 
to avoid laws about overtime pay, he made employees sign false documents 

 

He lied to / cheated business associates 
he lied to movie studios (Disney, Orion, etc.) about ticket sales 
he showed the movie Amadeus, but under-reported sales 
he rented a Disney movie for a private showing, but publicly showed it in the theater 
he bought supplies (candy & drinks) on credit, ran up debts, and planned to never pay 

 

He mistreated workers 
he treated workers poorly, bullying them 
he called me and another co-worker by derisive nicknames 
he made fun of my eating habits 
he made ethnic/racial comments about a minority employee 
he became abusive towards employees for poor reasons just because he was angry 
he often acted childishly (several possible examples) 

 

He broke his promises to workers 
he hired me as manager, but then immediately gave the job to someone else 
he made promises to workers about benefits (insurance, salary) which he never kept 

 

He made bad business decisions 
he hired new workers without interviews or checks 
he made poor choices in managing the business (several possible examples) 

 
Now I have 5 aspects. (NOTE: When you finish, you must have at least 4 aspects!) 
However, I also have a problem: not all of the aspects fit the thesis. For example, 
mistreating workers is bad, but it is not "dishonest." This often happens when you 
brainstorm: you think of things which are related, but maybe they don't fit exactly. 
 
There are two solutions: (1) get rid of the aspects that don't match your thesis idea, or  
(2) revise your thesis idea. In this case, I will revise my thesis. This is OK, so long as my 
thesis statement remains specific enough. 
 

Unacceptable thesis statement: My boss is bad. 
Acceptable thesis statement:  My boss is unprofessional. 

 

Make sure that your thesis statement does not become too general and vague. In this case, 
"unprofessional" fits everything, but it is still pretty specific. 
 
Therefore, I now have a revised thesis statement and a list of supporting ideas. 
 
Remember: if you cannot make groups like these in a way that works, then go back, 
find another person and character point, and start again! 
 
ACTION 1D: Go to your Essay #1 folder. Open a new Google Docs file. Create a header 

and the top-left information. 
 Give it the filename Yourname - E1 Aspects. Copy or re-type the list of aspects with 

all examples, similar to what I show on the previous page. 


